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TEXTILES WOMEN´S.
Created for every occasion, using high quality materials, MINI’s apparel confidently treads the line between 
contemporary aesthetics and tried and tested design. From logo basics to casual fashion pieces, there’s 
personality in every item.
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Description

A classic design never tires. This T-shirt is cut from soft single jersey for a comfortable, semi-loose fit and has 

a round neckline, dropped shoulders and a rounded back hem. Unmistakably MINI with the prominent 

contrast cut-out jersey MINI Wordmark at the front.

MINI WORDMARK T-SHIRT WOMEN´S. 
T-SHIRT WITH CONTRAST JERSEY MINI WORDMARK.

2454909 XXS

2454910 XS

2454911 S

2454912 M

2454913 L

2454914 XL

Details

− Colour: White / Black

− 100% cotton single jersey
− Tonal cut-out jersey MINI Wordmark 
− Short sleeves

− Round neck
− Slightly dropped shoulders
− Rounded back hem

− Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Semi-loose fit

Fits true to size
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Description

A classic design never tires. This T-shirt is cut from soft single jersey for a comfortable, semi-loose fit and has 

a round neckline, dropped shoulders and a rounded back hem. Unmistakably MINI with the prominent tonal 

cut-out jersey MINI Wordmark at the front.

MINI WORDMARK T-SHIRT WOMEN´S. 
T-SHIRT WITH TONAL JERSEY MINI WORDMARK .

2454903 XXS

2454904 XS

2454905 S

2454906 M

2454907 L

2454908 XL

Details

− Colour: Coral

− 100% cotton single jersey
− Tonal cut-out jersey MINI Wordmark 
− Short sleeves

− Round neck
− Slightly dropped shoulders
− Rounded back hem

− Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Semi-loose fit

Fits true to size
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Description

Keep things cool and casual all year round in this MINI T-shirt. It’s cut from soft single jersey for a 

comfortable, semi-loose fit and has a round neckline, dropped shoulders and a rounded back hem. A contrast 

colour block highlights the Black printed MINI Wing Logo.

MINI WING LOGO T-SHIRT WOMEN´S. 
T-SHIRT WITH COLOUR BLOCK PRINT AND CONTRAST MINI WING LOGO.

2454915 XXS

2454916 XS

2454917 S

2454918 M

2454919 L

2454920 XL

Details

- Colour: Black/Island/White

- 100% cotton single jersey
- Black and White colour block with White MINI Wordmark print
- Short sleeves

- Round neck
- Slightly dropped shoulders
- Rounded back hem

- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Semi-loose fit

Fits true to size
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Description

Keep things cool and casual all year round in this MINI T-shirt. It’s cut from soft single jersey for a 

comfortable, semi-loose fit and has a round neckline, dropped shoulders and a rounded back hem. A contrast 

colour block highlights the White printed MINI Wing Logo.

T-SHIRT WITH COLOUR BLOCK PRINT AND CONTRAST MINI WING LOGO.

2454921 XXS

2454922 XS

2454923 S

2454924 M

2454925 L

2454926 XL

Details

- Colour: Grey/Coral/White

- 100% cotton single jersey
- Coral and White colour block with White MINI Wing Logo

print

- Short sleeves
- Round neck
- Slightly dropped shoulders 

- Rounded back hem
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

MINI WING LOGO T-SHIRT WOMEN´S. 

Size & Fitting

Semi-loose fit

Fits true to size
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Description

Bring some style to your wardrobe staples with the MINI Signet T-shirt. It has a round neckline, slightly 

rounded hemline and turn-up sleeves, giving it a contemporary look and loose feel. A contrasting degradé 

MINI Signet screen print adds a pop of colour down the front. 

MINI SIGNET T-SHIRT WOMEN´S. 
T-SHIRT WITH CONTRAST DEGRADÉ SIGNET PRINT AND TONAL MINI WING LOGO.

2454927 XXS

2454928 XS

2454929 S

2454930 M

2454931 L

2454932 XL

Details

- Colour: Coral/Grey

- 100% cotton single jersey
- Contrast degradé MINI Signet print and tonal MINI Wing Logo
- Short turn-up sleeves

- Round neck
- Rounded back hem
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Loose fit

Slightly oversized
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Description

Bring some style to your wardrobe staples with the MINI Signet T-shirt. It has a round neckline, slightly 

rounded hemline and turn-up sleeves, giving it a contemporary look and loose feel. A contrasting degradé 

MINI Signet screen print adds subtle texture to the overall look. 

MINI SIGNET T-SHIRT WOMEN´S. 
T-SHIRT WITH CONTRAST DEGRADÉ SIGNET PRINT AND TONAL MINI WING LOGO.

2454933 XXS

2454934 XS

2454935 S

2454936 M

2454937 L

2454938 XL

Details

- Colour: Island/Black

- 100% cotton single jersey
- Contrast degradé MINI Signet print and tonal MINI Wing Logo
- Short turn-up sleeves

- Round neck
- Rounded back hem
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Loose fit

Slightly oversized
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Description

Sharp yet casual, the MINI polo shirt is made of stretch cotton piqué and has an open, buttonless collar and 

classic polo side vents. The shirt is straight cut, giving it a cool, loose fit, and a MINI Wing Logo patch 

proudly adorns the left breast. 

MINI LOGO PATCH POLO WOMEN´S. 
POLO WITH CONTRAST PLACKET AND LOGO PATCH.

2454939 XXS

2454940 XS

2454941 S

2454942 M

2454943 L

2454944 XL

Details

- Colour: Black/White

- 95% cotton, 5% elastane baby-piqué
- Black collar and White buttonless placket
- White patch with Black MINI Wing Logo

- Short sleeves
- Straight hem with side vents
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Semi-loose fit

Fits true to size
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Description

Turn on your off-duty look in this MINI hoody. Made from soft cotton diagonal fleece, the cut is classic and 

loose for a super comfortable fit. It has all the classic hoody parts, including a drawstring hood, a slightly 

dropped shoulder and a kangaroo pouch pocket for keeping essentials close by. The contrast MINI Wing Logo 

patch adds a contemporary feel to this must-have piece. 

MINI LOGO PATCH SWEATSHIRT WOMEN´S. 
HOODY WITH BLACK AND WHITE LOGO PATCH.

2454945 XXS

2454946 XS

2454947 S

2454948 M

2454949 L

2454950 XL

Details

- Colour: Coral

- 100% cotton diagonal fleece
- Lined hood and kangaroo pocket
- Black patch with White MINI Wing Logo

- Long sleeves
- Straight hem
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Classic fit

Fits true to size
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Description

Turn on your off-duty look in this MINI hoody. Made from soft cotton diagonal fleece, the cut is classic and 

loose for a super comfortable fit. It has all the classic hoody parts, including a drawstring hood, a slightly 

dropped shoulder and a kangaroo pouch pocket for keeping essentials close by. The contrast MINI Wing Logo 

patch adds a contemporary feel to this must-have piece. 

MINI LOGO PATCH SWEATSHIRT WOMEN´S. 
HOODY WITH BLACK AND WHITE LOGO PATCH.

2454951 XXS

2454952 XS

2454953 S

2454954 M

2454955 L

2454956 XL

Details

- Colour: Island

- 100% cotton diagonal fleece
- Lined hood and kangaroo pocket
- Black patch with White MINI Wing Logo

- Long sleeves
- Straight hem
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Classic fit

Fits true to size
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Description

This outdoor jacket is a MINI must-have and features stylish and functional highlights. It is cut for a 

comfortable, modern fit and has elastic draw strings on hem and hood for an individual fit. Wind and water 

repellent material – printed with the MINI Wing Logo on the left sleeve - make this jacket a perfect 

companion for urban outdoor adventures. The jacket comes with a drawstring backpack.

MINI JACKET WITH BACKPACK WOMEN´S.
OUTDOOR JACKET WITH HOOD AND MINI WING LOGO DELIVERED WITH DRAWSTRING BACKPACK.

2445588 XXS

2445589 XS

2445590 S

2445591 M

2445592 L

2445593 XL

Details

- Colour: Black

- 55% cotton, 45% polyester
- Water repellent
- Front zip and pockets with customised puller

- Rubber finish on top part of body and sleeves
- Elastic drawstring with cord stoppers on hem and hood
- Elastic cuffs

- Rubber print MINI Wing Logo on left sleeve
- Backpack with rubber print MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting
Fits true to size
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TEXTILES MEN´S.
The MINI textiles for men feature a variety of style essentials created for active urbanites. High quality 
materials meet function for garments that are both comfortable and stylish for any day or occasion. 
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Description

Keep things cool and casual all year round in this MINI T-shirt. It’s cut from soft single jersey in a classic fit, 

has a round neckline, dropped shoulders and a straight hem. A contrast colour block highlights the Black 

printed MINI Wordmark.

MINI WORDMARK T-SHIRT MEN´S.
T-SHIRT WITH COLOUR BLOCK PRINT AND CONTRAST MINI WORDMARK.

2454963 S

2460765 M

2460766 L

2460767 XL

2460768 XXL

2460769 XXXL

Details

- Colour: Grey/Coral/Black

- 100% cotton single jersey
- Coral and Black colour block with Black MINI Wordmark print
- Short sleeves

- Round neck
- Straight hem
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Classic fit

Fits true to size
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Description

Keep things cool and casual all year round in this MINI T-shirt. It’s cut from soft single jersey in a classic fit, 

has a round neckline, dropped shoulders and a straight hem. A contrast colour block highlights the White 

printed MINI Wordmark.

MINI WORDMARK T-SHIRT MEN´S.
T-SHIRT WITH COLOUR BLOCK PRINT AND CONTRAST MINI WORDMARK.

2460770 S

2460771 M

2460772 L

2460773 XL

2460774 XXL

2460775 XXXL

Details

- Colour: Island/Black/White

- 100% cotton single jersey
- Black and White colour block with White MINI Wordmark print
- Short sleeves

- Round neck
- Straight hem
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Classic fit

Fits true to size
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Description

This T-shirt is a year-round MINI essential. It’s cut from soft single jersey in a classic fit, has a round neckline 

and a straight hem. Unmistakably MINI with the prominent White cut-out jersey MINI Wing Logo at the 

front.

MINI WING LOGO T-SHIRT MEN´S.
T-SHIRT WITH CONTRAST JERSEY MINI WING LOGO.

2460776 S

2460777 M

2460778 L

2460779 XL

2460780 XXL

2460781 XXXL

Details

- Colour: Black/White

- 100% cotton single jersey
- White cut-out jersey MINI Wing Logo
- Short sleeves

- Round neck
- Straight hem
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Classic fit

Fits true to size
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Description

This T-shirt is a year-round MINI essential. It’s cut from soft single jersey in a classic fit, has a round neckline 

and a straight hem. Unmistakably MINI with the prominent Black cut-out jersey MINI Wing Logo at the front.

T-SHIRT WITH CONTRAST JERSEY MINI WING LOGO.

2460782 S

2460783 M

2460784 L

2460785 XL

2460786 XXL

2460787 XXXL

Details

- Colour: White/Black

- 100% cotton single jersey
- Black cut-out jersey MINI Wing Logo
- Short sleeves

- Round neck
- Straight hem
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

MINI WING LOGO T-SHIRT MEN´S.

Size & Fitting

Classic fit

Fits true to size
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Description

This is a timeless t-shirt with an updated design twist. Regular fitting with a straight hem, short sleeves and a 

round neck, the t-shirt has the MINI Signet screen-printed in Coral on the front.

MINI SIGNET T-SHIRT MEN´S. 
T-SHIRT WITH CONTRAST SIGNET PRINT AND TONAL MINI WING LOGO.

2460788 S

2460789 M

2460790 L

2460791 XL

2460792 XXL

2460793 XXXL

Details

- Colour: Grey/Coral

- 100% cotton single jersey
- Contrast MINI Signet print and tonal MINI Wing Logo
- Short sleeves

- Round neck
- Straight hem
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Classic fit

Fits true to size
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Description

This is a timeless t-shirt with an updated design twist. Regular fitting with a straight hem, short sleeves and a 

round neck, the t-shirt has the MINI Signet screen-printed in Black on the front.

MINI SIGNET T-SHIRT MEN´S. 
T-SHIRT WITH CONTRAST SIGNET PRINT AND TONAL MINI WING LOGO.

2460794 S

2460795 M

2460796 L

2460797 XL

2460798 XXL

2460799 XXXL

Details

- Colour: Island/Black

- 100% cotton single jersey
- Contrast MINI Signet print and tonal MINI Wing Logo
- Short sleeves

- Round neck
- Straight hem
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Classic fit

Fits true to size
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Description

Sharp yet casual, the MINI polo shirt is made of stretch cotton piqué and has a three-button opening as well as 

classic polo side vents and set-in sleeves. The shirt is straight cut for a cool, loose fit, and a MINI Wing Logo 

patch proudly adorns the left breast. 

MINI LOGO PATCH POLO MEN´S. 
POLO WITH CONTRAST COLLAR DETAIL AND LOGO PATCH.

2460800 S

2460801 M

2460802 L

2460803 XL

2460804 XXL

2460805 XXXL

Details

- Colour: Black/White

- 95% cotton, 5% elastane baby-piqué
- Black placket and collar with White colour block
- Three button opening

- Black patch with White MINI Wing Logo
- Short sleeves
- Straight hem with side vents

- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Classic fit

Fits true to size
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Description

Turn on your off-duty look in this MINI hoody. Made from soft cotton diagonal fleece, the cut is classic and 

loose for a super comfortable fit. It has all the classic hoody parts, including a drawstring hood, a slightly 

dropped shoulder and a kangaroo pouch pocket for keeping essentials close by. The contrast MINI Wing Logo 

patch adds a contemporary feel to this must-have piece. 

MINI LOGO PATCH SWEATSHIRT MEN´S. 
HOODY WITH BLACK AND WHITE LOGO PATCH.

2460806 S

2460807 M

2460808 L

2460809 XL

2460810 XXL

2460811 XXXL

Details

- Colour: Grey

- 100% cotton diagonal fleece
- Lined hood and kangaroo pocket
- Black patch with white MINI Wing Logo

- Long sleeves
- Straight hem
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Classic fit

Fits true to size
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Description

Turn on your off-duty look in this MINI hoody. Made from soft cotton diagonal fleece, the cut is classic and 

loose for a super comfortable fit. It has all the classic hoody parts, including a drawstring hood, a slightly 

dropped shoulder and a kangaroo pouch pocket for keeping essentials close by. The contrast MINI Wing Logo 

patch adds a contemporary feel to this must-have piece. 

MINI LOGO PATCH SWEATSHIRT MEN´S. 
HOODY WITH BLACK AND WHITE LOGO PATCH.

2460812 S

2460813 M

2460814 L

2460815 XL

2460816 XXL

2460817 XXXL

Details

- Colour: Island

- 100% cotton diagonal fleece
- Lined hood and kangaroo pocket
- Black patch with White MINI Wing Logo

- Long sleeves
- Straight hem
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Classic fit

Fits true to size
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Description
This unlined outdoor jacket delights with its functional character: Wind and water repellent material - with 
rubber finished top part of body and sleeves - for all urban outdoor adventures. Elastic drawstrings on hem 
and center hood for an individual fit, and a practical backpack for storage and transport. 

MINI JACKET WITH BACKPACK MEN´S.
OUTDOOR JACKET WITH HOOD AND MINI WING LOGO DELIVERED WITH DRAWSTRING BACKPACK

2445636 S

2445637 M

2445638 L

2445639 XL

2445640 XXL

Details
 Colour: Black
 55% cotton, 45% polyester
 Water repellent
 Front zip with customised puller
 Patch pockets and cuffs with press buttons
 Rubber finished top part on body and sleeves
 Elastic draw string with cord stoppers on hem and hood
 Rubber print MINI Wing Logo on left sleeve
 Backpack with rubber print MINI Wing Logo
 Made in China

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Fits true to size
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TEXTILES KIDS.
MINI is loved by young and old and the MINI Lifestyle Collection is certainly no exception. Made from 
natural, long lasting materials, these comfy kids’ T-shirts and sweaters are built to endure everyday fun and 
games. 
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Description

Built for budding young racers, this t-shirt is cut from soft single jersey, has a regular fit, a comfortable round 

neck and a straight hem. The MINI Wordmark is printed on a colourful brushstroke design across the front. 

MINI WORDMARK T-SHIRT KIDS.
T-SHIRT WITH CONTRAST RUBBER BRUSHSTROKE PRINT.

2460824 2-3Y / 98

2460825 3-4Y / 104

2460826 4-5Y / 110

2460827 5-6Y / 116

2460828 6-7Y / 122

2460829 7-8Y / 128

Details

- Colour: Grey/Coral

- 100% cotton single jersey with UV protection finish
- Contrast rubber brushstroke print with MINI Wordmark
- Short sleeves

- Round neck
- Straight hem
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting
Regular fit
Fits true to size
Soft and lightweight material
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Description

Built for budding young racers, this t-shirt is cut from soft single jersey, has a regular fit, a comfortable round 

neck and a straight hem. The MINI Wordmark is printed on a colourful brushstroke design across the front. 

MINI WORDMARK T-SHIRT KIDS.
T-SHIRT WITH CONTRAST RUBBER BRUSHSTROKE PRINT.

Details

- Colour: White/Island

- 100% cotton single jersey with UV protection finish
- Contrast rubber brushstroke print with MINI Wordmark
- Short sleeves

- Round neck
- Straight hem
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting
Regular fit
Fits true to size
Soft and lightweight material

2460830 2-3Y / 98

2460831 3-4Y / 104

2460832 4-5Y / 110

2460833 5-6Y / 116

2460834 6-7Y / 122

2460835 7-8Y / 128
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Description

Whatever your age, nothing beats a comfy sweater, and this one certainly ticks all the boxes. It has a classic 

shape with a round neck and raglan sleeves, as well as a bonus kangaroo pouch pocket for carrying precious 

cargo or warming chilly hands. The contrast MINI Wordmark patch adds a contemporary feel to this must-

have piece. 

MINI LOGO PATCH SWEATSHIRT KIDS.
SWEATSHIRT WITH BLACK AND WHITE LOGO PATCH.

Details

- Colour: Coral

- 100% cotton single jersey
- Kangaroo pocket
- Black and White patch with MINI Wordmark

- Raglan sleeves
- Round neck
- Straight hem

- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting
Regular fit
Fits true to size

2460836 2-3Y / 98

2460837 3-4Y / 104

2460838 4-5Y / 110

2460839 5-6Y / 116

2460840 6-7Y / 122

2460841 7-8Y / 128
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Description

Whatever your age, nothing beats a comfy sweater, and this one certainly ticks all the boxes. It has a classic 

shape with a round neck and raglan sleeves, as well as a bonus kangaroo pouch pocket for carrying precious 

cargo or warming chilly hands. The contrast MINI Wordmark patch adds a contemporary feel to this must-

have piece. 

MINI LOGO PATCH SWEATSHIRT KIDS.
SWEATSHIRT WITH BLACK AND WHITE LOGO PATCH.

Details

- Colour: Island

- 100% cotton single jersey
- Kangaroo pocket
- Black and White patch with MINI Wordmark

- Raglan sleeves
- Round neck
- Straight hem

- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting
Regular fit
Fits true to size

2460842 2-3Y / 98

2460843 3-4Y / 104

2460844 4-5Y / 110

2460845 5-6Y / 116

2460846 6-7Y / 122

2460847 7-8Y / 128
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Description

For baby’s big days out, this set of playsuit and matching socks make the perfect gift. The playsuit is made of 

soft, lightweight jersey, has a snap fastener opening and round neck with half sleeves and legs. The MINI 

Wordmark is printed on a colourful brushstroke design across the front. The super soft socks are Coral 

coloured and feature the MINI Wordmark at the top. The set comes in a White gift box. 

MINI BABY GIFT SET.
PLAYSUIT WITH CONTRAST RUBBER BRUSHSTROKE PRINT AND MATCHING SOCKS.

2460848 OS - 6-9 Months

Details

- Colour: White/Island/Coral

- Gift set with playsuit and socks
- Playsuit: 100% cotton (soft jersey)
- Socks: 80% cotton, 18% polyamide, 2% elastane

- White playsuit with Island sleeves, Coral bindings and 
contrast rubber brushstroke print with MINI Wordmark

- Coral socks with Island and White details

- Short sleeves and legs
- Round neck, overlapping on shoulder
- Press buttons

- Delivered in White gift box
- Made in Portugal

Sizing & Article number
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CAPS.
Ideal for keeping a cool head or simply for paring down a casual look, the MINI Lifestyle Collection offers a 
range of caps that will top off any style. All adjustable for all head shapes and sizes. 
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Description
Cap with a MINI Wing Logo print and a slightly curved visor. The adjustable clip on the back makes for an 
individual fit, the MINI Signet print inside the visor adds to the clean and original design.

MINI SIGNET CAP.
CAP WITH MINI WING LOGO AND CONTRAST MINI SIGNET PRINT INSIDE VISOR.

Details

- Colour: White

- Unisex
- 65% cotton, 35% polyester
- 6-panel cap, slightly curved visor

- Contrast rubber MINI Wing Logo print
- Contrast MINI Signet print inside visor
- Self fabric adjuster with matt Silver clip

- Made in Philippines

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Individual fit through 
adjustable clip

2445651 OS 57 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Caps |  
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Description
Cap with a MINI Wing Logo print and a slightly curved visor. The adjustable clip on the back makes for an 
individual fit, the MINI Signet print inside the visor adds to the clean and original design.

MINI SIGNET CAP.
CAP WITH MINI WING LOGO AND CONTRAST MINI SIGNET PRINT INSIDE VISOR.

Details

- Colour: Black

- Unisex
- 65% cotton, 35% polyester
- 6-panel cap, slightly curved visor

- Contrast rubber MINI Wing Logo print
- Contrast MINI Signet print inside visor
- Self fabric adjuster with matt Silver clip

- Made in Philippines

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Individual fit through 
adjustable clip

2445652 OS 57 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Caps |  
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Description
Cap with a MINI Wing Logo print and a slightly curved visor. The adjustable clip on the back makes for an 
individual fit, the MINI Signet print inside the visor adds to the clean and original design.

MINI SIGNET CAP.
CAP WITH MINI WING LOGO AND CONTRAST MINI SIGNET PRINT INSIDE VISOR.

Details

- Colour: Coral

- Unisex
- 65% cotton, 35% polyester
- 6-panel cap, slightly curved visor

- Tonal rubber MINI Wing Logo print
- Tonal MINI Signet print inside visor
- Self fabric adjuster with matt Silver clip

- Made in Philippines

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Individual fit through 
adjustable clip

2460849 OS 57 cm
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Description
Cap with a MINI Wing Logo print and a slightly curved visor. The adjustable clip on the back makes for an 
individual fit, the MINI Signet print inside the visor adds to the clean and original design.

MINI SIGNET CAP.
CAP WITH MINI WING LOGO AND CONTRAST MINI SIGNET PRINT INSIDE VISOR.

Details

- Colour: Island

- Unisex
- 65% cotton, 35% polyester
- 6-panel cap, slightly curved visor

- Tonal rubber MINI Wing Logo print
- Tonal MINI Signet print inside visor
- Self fabric adjuster with matt Silver clip

- Made in Philippines

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Individual fit through 
adjustable clip

2460850 OS 57 cm
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Description

You don’t need to drive a truck to pull off the trucker look. The MINI Logo Patch Trucker Cap features 

different materials for the authentic trucker cap character:  Durable cotton on the front with Black on White 

MINI Wing Logo patch and breathable mesh on the side and back panels. Fasten with a 5-hole snapback. 

MINI LOGO PATCH TRUCKER CAP.
TRUCKER CAP WITH CONTRAST MINI WING LOGO PATCH.

Details

- Colour: Black

- Unisex
- Front panel and visor: 100% cotton, side and back panels: 
92% polyester, 8% elastane

- 5-panel trucker cap with White patch and Black MINI Wing
Logo

- Front panel in fabric, side and back panels in soft mesh

- "Ex-band" elastic sweatband
- Black snapback adjuster
- Made in Vietnam

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Individual fit through 
adjustable snap back

2460851 OS 57 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Caps |  
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Description

You don’t need to drive a truck to pull off the trucker look. The MINI Logo Patch Trucker Cap features 

different materials for the authentic trucker cap character:  Durable cotton on the front with White on Black 

MINI Wing Logo patch and breathable mesh on the side and back panels. Fasten with a 5-hole snapback. 

MINI LOGO PATCH TRUCKER CAP.
TRUCKER CAP WITH CONTRAST MINI WING LOGO PATCH.

2460852 OS 57 cm

Details

- Colour: Island

- Unisex
- Front panel and visor: 100% cotton, side and back panels: 
92% polyester, 8% elastane

- 5-panel trucker cap with Black patch and White MINI Wing
Logo

- Front panel in fabric, side and back panels in soft mesh

- "Ex-band" elastic sweatband
- Black snapback adjuster
- Made in Vietnam

Sizing & Article number

Size & Fitting

Individual fit through 
adjustable snap back

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Caps |  



BAGS & LUGGAGE.
Whether you‘re planning a stroll through the town, a weekend trip or a long holiday, each piece of the MINI 
Lifestyle bags and luggage portfolio is created to go the distance, with clever design for outstanding 
practicality without ever compromising on style. 
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Description

Portable, practical and covetable, this durable pouch is made of water-repellent waxed canvas and is ideal for 

keeping small items close to hand. It has a water-repellent zipper and soft lining with MINI Signet pattern 

inside. On the outside it features a tonal MINI Wordmark print on the typical colourblock design. 

MINI ROUND COLOUR BLOCK POUCH.
ROUND ZIPPER POUCH WITH TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN LINING.

Details

- Colour: White/Black

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas with contrast rubber print bottom
- Canvas handle

- Water repellent, tonal zipper
- Tonal MINI Wordmark print
- Black lining with heat embossed MINI Signet pattern

- Made in China

2460853 OS 15 × 2 × 15cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

Portable, practical and covetable, this durable pouch is made of water-repellent waxed canvas and is ideal for 

keeping small items close to hand. It has a water-repellent zipper and soft lining with MINI Signet pattern 

inside. On the outside it features a tonal MINI Wordmark print on the typical colourblock design. 

MINI ROUND COLOUR BLOCK POUCH.
ROUND ZIPPER POUCH WITH TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN LINING.

Details

- Colour: Coral/Grey

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas with contrast rubber print bottom
- Canvas handle

- Water repellent, tonal zipper
- Tonal MINI Wordmark print
- Grey lining with heat embossed MINI Signet pattern

- Made in China

2460854 OS 15 × 2 × 15cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

Portable, practical and covetable, this durable pouch is made of water-repellent waxed canvas and is ideal for 

keeping small items close to hand. It has a water-repellent zipper and soft lining with MINI Signet pattern 

inside. On the outside it features a tonal MINI Wordmark print on the typical colourblock design. 

MINI ROUND COLOUR BLOCK POUCH.
ROUND ZIPPER POUCH WITH TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN LINING.

Details

- Colour: Island/Black

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas with contrast rubber print bottom
- Canvas handle

- Water repellent, tonal zipper
- Tonal MINI Wordmark print
- Island lining with heat embossed MINI Signet pattern

- Made in China

2460855 OS 15 × 2 × 15cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

A true MINI everyday essential. The wallet is made of water repellent waxed canvas and opens with a zipper. 

The inside features 2 compartments for bills, a zipper pocket for coins and holds up to 12 cards. The tonal 

MINI Wing Logo print and the heat embossed MINI Signet pattern on the inside highlight the stylish design.

MINI COLOUR BLOCK WALLET.
WALLET WITH ZIPPER, TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN LINING.

Details

- Colour: White/Black

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas
- Contrast rubber print front pocket and back

- Water repellent, tonal zipper
- Inside: large zipper pocket, two open pockets, holds 12 cards
- Tonal MINI Wordmark print

- Black lining with heat embossed MINI Signet pattern
- Made in China

2445661 OS 19 × 2 × 10cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

A true MINI everyday essential. The wallet is made of water repellent waxed canvas and opens with a zipper. 

The inside features 2 compartments for bills, a zipper pocket for coins and holds up to 12 cards. The tonal 

MINI Wing Logo print and the heat embossed MINI Signet pattern on the inside highlight the stylish design.

MINI COLOUR BLOCK WALLET.
WALLET WITH ZIPPER, TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN LINING.

Details

- Colour: Coral/Grey

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas
- Contrast rubber print front pocket and back

- Water repellent, tonal zipper
- Inside: large zipper pocket, two open pockets, holds 12 cards
- Tonal MINI Wordmark print

- Grey lining with heat embossed MINI Signet pattern
- Made in China

2460856 OS 19 × 2 × 10cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

A true MINI everyday essential. The wallet is made of water repellent waxed canvas and opens with a zipper. 

The inside features 2 compartments for bills, a zipper pocket for coins and holds up to 12 cards. The tonal 

MINI Wing Logo print and the heat embossed MINI Signet pattern on the inside highlight the stylish design.

MINI COLOUR BLOCK WALLET.
WALLET WITH ZIPPER, TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN LINING.

Details

- Colour: Island/Black

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas
- Contrast rubber print front pocket and back

- Water repellent, tonal zipper
- Inside: large zipper pocket, two open pockets, holds 12 cards
- Tonal MINI Wordmark print

- Island lining with heat embossed MINI Signet pattern
- Made in China

2460857 OS 19 × 2 × 10cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

Keep your laptop protected everywhere you go. The padded MINI Laptop Sleeve, made of water repellent 

waxed canvas, not only looks great, but it will also shield your computer from knocks and bumps. It has a 

water repellent zipper, an additional pocket and optional handles that tuck inside when you don’t need them.

MINI COLOUR BLOCK LAPTOP SLEEVE.
LAPTOP SLEEVE WITH ZIPPER, TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN LINING.

Details

- Colour: White/Black

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas
- Contrast rubber print front pocket and back

- Water repellent, tonal zipper
- Tonal MINI Wordmark print
- Open inside pocket

- Black lining with heat embossed MINI Signet pattern
- Tonal inside handles that can be pulled out to use as a laptop
bag

- Suitable for all 13"" laptops
- Made in China

2460858 OS 35 × 2 × 26cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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MINI COLOUR BLOCK LAPTOP SLEEVE.
LAPTOP SLEEVE WITH ZIPPER, TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN LINING.

Details

- Colour: Coral/Grey

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas
- Contrast rubber print front pocket and back

- Water repellent, tonal zipper
- Tonal MINI Wordmark print
- Open inside pocket

- Grey lining with heat embossed MINI Signet pattern
- Tonal inside handles that can be pulled out to use as a laptop
bag

- Suitable for all 13"" laptops
- Made in China

Description

Keep your laptop protected everywhere you go. The padded MINI Laptop Sleeve, made of water repellent 

waxed canvas, not only looks great, but it will also shield your computer from knocks and bumps. It has a 

water repellent zipper, an additional pocket and optional handles that tuck inside when you don’t need them.

2460859 OS 35 × 2 × 26cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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MINI COLOUR BLOCK LAPTOP SLEEVE.
LAPTOP SLEEVE WITH ZIPPER, TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN LINING.

Details

- Colour:  Island/Black

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas
- Contrast rubber print front pocket and back

- Water repellent, tonal zipper
- Tonal MINI Wordmark print
- Open inside pocket

- Island lining with heat embossed MINI Signet pattern
- Tonal inside handles that can be pulled out to use as a laptop
bag

- Suitable for all 13"" laptops
- Made in China

Description

Keep your laptop protected everywhere you go. The padded MINI Laptop Sleeve, made of water repellent 

waxed canvas, not only looks great, but it will also shield your computer from knocks and bumps. It has a 

water repellent zipper, an additional pocket and optional handles that tuck inside when you don’t need them.

2460860 OS 35 × 2 × 26cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

Shop in style with this large MINI shopper. It is made of water repellent waxed canvas with a contrast rubber 

print bottom part. There is plenty of space for groceries and anything else you might need during your day 

with MINI. A tonal MINI Wordmark print marks the unique design. 

MINI COLOUR BLOCK SHOPPER.
OPEN SHOPPER WITH TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT.

Details

- Colour: White/Black

- 100% cotton with waxed finish
- Structured, waxed canvas with contrast rubber print bottom 
part

- Tonal MINI Wordmark rubber print
- Unlined
- Made in China

2445667 OS 40 × 40 × 14cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

Shop in style with this large MINI shopper. It is made of water repellent waxed canvas with a contrast rubber 

print bottom part. There is plenty of space for groceries and anything else you might need during your day 

with MINI. A tonal MINI Wordmark print marks the unique design. 

MINI COLOUR BLOCK SHOPPER.
OPEN SHOPPER WITH TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Grey/Coral

- 100% cotton with waxed finish
- Structured, waxed canvas with contrast rubber print bottom 
part

- Tonal MINI Wordmark rubber print
- Unlined
- Made in China

2460861 OS 40 × 40 × 14cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

Shop in style with this large MINI shopper. It is made of water repellent waxed canvas with a contrast rubber 

print bottom part. There is plenty of space for groceries and anything else you might need during your day 

with MINI. A tonal MINI Wordmark print marks the unique design. 

MINI COLOUR BLOCK SHOPPER.
OPEN SHOPPER WITH TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Island/Black

- 100% cotton with waxed finish
- Structured, waxed canvas with contrast rubber print bottom 
part

- Tonal MINI Wordmark rubber print
- Unlined
- Made in China

2460862 OS 40 × 40 × 14cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

The MINI Duffle Bag is made for urban adventures. It is made of water repellent waxed canvas with a contrast 

rubber print bottom and contrast handles. Features include a tonal detachable shoulder strap and a “key hook” 

carabiner inside. The tonal MINI Wordmark print and the heat embossed MINI Signet pattern lining finish the 

cool design. 

MINI COLOUR BLOCK DUFFLE BAG.
DUFFLE BAG WITH ZIPPER, TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN LINING.

Details

- Colour: White/Black

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas with contrast rubber print bottom
part and contrast handles

- Water repellent, tonal zipper
- Tonal detachable shoulder strap
- Four open outside pockets

- Inside zip pocket and two open pockets
- "Key hook" carabiner inside
- Tonal MINI Wordmark print

- Black lining with heat embossed MINI Signet pattern
- Made in China

2445671 OS 45 × 25 × 27cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

The MINI Duffle Bag is made for urban adventures. It is made of water repellent waxed canvas with a contrast 

rubber print bottom and contrast handles. Features include a tonal detachable shoulder strap and a “key hook” 

carabiner inside. The tonal MINI Wordmark print and the heat embossed MINI Signet pattern lining finish the 

cool design. 

MINI COLOUR BLOCK DUFFLE BAG.
DUFFLE BAG WITH ZIPPER, TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN LINING.

Details

- Colour: Grey/Coral

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas with contrast rubber print bottom
part and contrast handles

- Water repellent, tonal zipper
- Tonal detachable shoulder strap
- Four open outside pockets

- Inside zip pocket and two open pockets
- "Key hook" carabiner inside
- Tonal MINI Wordmark print

- Grey lining with heat embossed MINI Signet pattern
- Made in China

2460863 OS 45 × 25 × 27cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

The MINI Duffle Bag is made for urban adventures. It is made of water repellent waxed canvas with a contrast 

rubber print bottom and contrast handles. Features include a tonal detachable shoulder strap and a “key hook” 

carabiner inside. The tonal MINI Wordmark print and the heat embossed MINI Signet pattern lining finish the 

cool design. 

MINI COLOUR BLOCK DUFFLE BAG.
DUFFLE BAG WITH ZIPPER, TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN LINING.

Details

- Colour: Island/Black

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas with contrast rubber print bottom
part and contrast handles

- Water repellent, tonal zipper
- Tonal detachable shoulder strap
- Four open outside pockets

- Inside zip pocket and two open pockets
- "Key hook" carabiner inside
- Tonal MINI Wordmark print

- Island lining with heat embossed MINI Signet pattern
- Made in China

2460864 OS 45 × 25 × 27cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

An original bag for the modern mover, the MINI Colour Block Backpack has padded and adjustable shoulder 

straps, making it comfortable and suitable for all ages and body heights. There’s a carry handle on top for 

when you need to just grab and go and one main zippered compartment with two additional inside pockets, as 

well as a small outside pocket with zipper closure on the front.

MINI TONAL COLOUR BLOCK BACKPACK.
BACKPACK WITH ZIPPER, TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN LINING.

Details

- Colour: Grey

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas with tonal rubber print colour block
bottom part

- Water repellent, tonal zipper and outside zip pocket
- Adjustable, padded canvas shoulder straps with mesh back and
customised buckles

- Inside zip pocket in top flap, open inside pocket in main 
compartment

- Tonal MINI Wordmark print

- Grey lining with heat embossed MINI Signet pattern
- Made in China

2460865 OS 23 × 16 × 35cm

Sizing & Article number

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

An original bag for the modern mover, the MINI Colour Block Backpack has padded and adjustable shoulder 

straps, making it comfortable and suitable for all ages and body heights. There’s a carry handle on top for 

when you need to just grab and go and one main zippered compartment with two additional inside pockets, as 

well as a small outside pocket with zipper closure on the front.

MINI TONAL COLOUR BLOCK BACKPACK.
BACKPACK WITH ZIPPER, TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN LINING.

Details

- Colour: Coral

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas with tonal rubber print colour block
bottom part

- Water repellent, tonal zipper and outside zip pocket
- Adjustable, padded canvas shoulder straps with mesh back and
customised buckles

- Inside zip pocket in top flap, open inside pocket in main 
compartment

- Tonal MINI Wordmark print

- Coral lining with heat embossed MINI Signet pattern
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460866 OS 23 × 16 × 35cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

An original bag for the modern mover, the MINI Colour Block Backpack has padded and adjustable shoulder 

straps, making it comfortable and suitable for all ages and body heights. There’s a carry handle on top for 

when you need to just grab and go and one main zippered compartment with two additional inside pockets, as 

well as a small outside pocket with zipper closure on the front.

MINI TONAL COLOUR BLOCK BACKPACK.
BACKPACK WITH ZIPPER, TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN LINING.

Details

- Colour: Island

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas with tonal rubber print colour block
bottom part

- Water repellent, tonal zipper and outside zip pocket
- Adjustable, padded canvas shoulder straps with mesh back and
customised buckles

- Inside zip pocket in top flap, open inside pocket in main 
compartment

- Tonal MINI Wordmark print

- Island lining with heat embossed MINI Signet pattern
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460867 OS 23 × 16 × 35cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

Add extra security and an individual look to your luggage with the MINI Luggage Tag. It has an adjustable 

strap with customised buckle to affix to your favourite bags, suitcases or holdalls. Inside the top opening is an 

FSC certified information card to securely store personal details. 

MINI LUGGAGE TAG.
ROUND LUGGAGE TAG WITH TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Grey

- 100% cotton with waxed finish
- Adjustable strap with customised buckle
- FSC certified paper information card inside

- Tonal MINI Wordmark rubber print
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460868 OS 8,5 × 8,5 × 0.4cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

Add extra security and an individual look to your luggage with the MINI Luggage Tag. It has an adjustable 

strap with customised buckle to affix to your favourite bags, suitcases or holdalls. Inside the top opening is an 

FSC certified information card to securely store personal details. 

MINI LUGGAGE TAG.
ROUND LUGGAGE TAG WITH TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Coral

- 100% cotton with waxed finish
- Adjustable strap with customised buckle
- FSC certified paper information card inside

- Tonal MINI Wordmark rubber print
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460869 OS 8,5 × 8,5 × 0.4cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

Add extra security and an individual look to your luggage with the MINI Luggage Tag. It has an adjustable 

strap with customised buckle to affix to your favourite bags, suitcases or holdalls. Inside the top opening is an 

FSC certified information card to securely store personal details. 

MINI LUGGAGE TAG.
ROUND LUGGAGE TAG WITH TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Island

- 100% cotton with waxed finish
- Adjustable strap with customised buckle
- FSC certified paper information card inside

- Tonal MINI Wordmark rubber print
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460870 OS 8,5 × 8,5 × 0.4cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

Ideal for carrying those everyday items you can’t live without, the MINI Two-Tone Pouch has a two-way top 

zipper into a double-compartment – one zippered and one open – and a practical webbing handle strap. A tone 

on tone, rubber printed MINI Wing Logo embellishes the centre front. 

MINI TWO-TONE POUCH.
BIG ZIPPER POUCH WITH WEBBING DETAILS.

Details
- Colour: Black with contrast Island coating inside
- 100% polyester
- Black webbing handle strap
- 2-way zipper with webbing pullers
- Inside zip compartment and additional open compartment
- Black MINI Wing Logo rubber print
- Unlined
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460872 OS 22 × 9 × 5cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

A smart and simple solution for keeping all your coins and cards secure and in one place. The MINI Two-Tone 

Wallet has a zippered, unlined coin pouch as well as 5 individual slots for all your important, everyday cards. 

MINI TWO-TONE WALLET.
SMALL WALLET WITH COIN POUCH, FIVE CARD COMPARTMENTS  AND WEBBING DETAILS.

Details

- Colour: Black with contrast Island coating inside

- 100% polyester
- Zipper coin pouch with 5 card compartments on back
- Black webbing on top of wallet and webbing zip puller

- Black MINI Wing Logo rubber print
- Unlined
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460871 OS 13 × 1 × 9.5cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

Hitting the road, the shops or the office, the MINI Two-Tone Totepack is a stylish one-stop solution for 

carrying all your essentials. It has an external, padded laptop compartment concealed in the back and another 

one inside next to the unlined, Island coloured, zippered main compartment. Additionally to the decorative 

webbing details, it has optional backpack straps that can be stowed inside as well as hand-held straps. A tonal 

MINI Wing Logo rubber print embellishes the front of the totepack.

MINI TWO-TONE TOTEPACK.
TOTEPACK WITH  LAPTOP COMPARTMENT AND WEBBING DETAILS.

Details

- Colour: Black with contrast Island coating inside

- 100% polyester
- Black webbing handles and shoulder straps
- Zipper with webbing pullers

- External padded laptop compartment on backside of bag with
zipper

- Zip pocket on front

- Inside zip compartment and additional open, padded laptop
compartment

- Black MINI Wing Logo rubber print

- Unlined
- Suitable for all 13" laptops
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460873 OS 30,5 × 11,5 ×
43cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

Whether you move for business or pleasure, keep your laptop and documents safe in the padded MINI Two-

Tone Laptop Bag. It has multiple compartments, including a padded laptop compartment for extra protection, 

as well as separate pockets for files and stationary plus a smart, zippered outside pocket that lets you attach 

the laptop bag to your cabin trolley‘s pull-out handle. The straps can be adjusted to go over the shoulder or 

cross body, or simply use the handles. A tonal MINI Wing Logo rubber print embellishes the front of the bag. 

MINI TWO-TONE LAPTOP BAG.
LAPTOP BAG WITH HANDLES,  DETACHABLE SHOULDER STRAP AND WEBBING DETAILS.

Details

- Colour: Black with contrast Island coating inside

- 100% polyester
- Black webbing handles and detachable shoulder strap
- 2-way zipper opening with webbing pullers

- Zip pocket on front
- Inside: padded laptop compartment, large open pocket, zip
pocket and 3 pen compartments

- Black MINI Wing Logo rubber print
- Unlined
- Suitable for all 13" laptops and 15" MacBook Pro

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460874 OS 40× 7 × 29,5cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

Wherever you go, take your luggage game up a gear with the stylish MINI Two-Tone Traveller Bag. The bag 

has a crisp design that fuses form with exceptional functionality. Inside the zippered main compartment, 

there’s a detachable, transparent zip pouch for liquids or other personal belongings that need to be accessed 

easily. Webbing on the top of the bag folds into handles for easy portability, or use the adjustable and 

detachable shoulder strap. A tonal MINI Wing Logo rubber print embellishes the front of the bag. 

MINI TWO-TONE TRAVELLER BAG.
TRAVELLER BAG WITH DETACHABLE  POUCH INSIDE AND WEBBING DETAILS.

Details

- Colour: Black with contrast Island coating inside

- 100% polyester
- Black webbing handles and detachable shoulder strap
- 2-way zipper opening with webbing pullers

- Zip pocket on front
- Detachable, transparent zip pouch and small open pocket
inside

- Black MINI Wing Logo rubber print
- Unlined
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460875 OS 46× 25 × 43cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Bags and Luggage |  
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Description

The MINI Cabin Trolley is in a class of its own, bringing together clever MINI design, clean aesthetics, 

comfort and practicality. A practical highlight is the front opening with debossed MINI Wing Logo, including 

an additional, detachable laptop sleeve and extra mesh pocket. The main compartment has a 2-way, water-

resistant zip closure and an integrated TSA combination lock. Inside, there are compression straps with 

magnetic Fidlock buckles, an additional mesh compartment and a detachable zip bag to keep contents secure 

and orderly. The stable pullout handle and silent multi-wheels make moving with the trolley smooth and 

effortless. 

MINI CABIN TROLLEY.
MULTI WHEEL CABIN TROLLEY WITH LAPTOP COMPARTMENT AND DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details
- Colour: Grey

- Shell: 100% polycarbonate, lining: 100% 

polyester

- Hard-case multi-wheel cabin trolley (Spinner)

with pull-out handle and customised carry handle

- Front opening with debossed MINI Wing 

Logo and tonal, reversed 2-way zipper with

Black zip pullers

- Padded, detachable laptop sleeve (suitable

for all 13" laptops) and mesh compartment in

front opening

- Main compartment with 2-way zip closure

(water resistant) with integrated TSA

combination lock

- Inside bottom compartment: compression

straps incl. magnetic Fidlock buckle

- Inside top compartment: 2-way zip closure

and additional mesh compartment

- Detachable inside zip bag with press buttons

- Black lining with heat embossed MINI Signet

pattern

- High quality silent wheels with customised

rim cover

- Includes additional combination lock for

front opening

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460876 OS 55× 35,5 ×
23cm
36l volume
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Description

The MINI Cabin Trolley is in a class of its own, bringing together clever MINI design, clean aesthetics, 

comfort and practicality. A practical highlight is the front opening with debossed MINI Wing Logo, including 

an additional, detachable laptop sleeve and extra mesh pocket. The main compartment has a 2-way, water-

resistant zip closure and an integrated TSA combination lock. Inside, there are compression straps with 

magnetic Fidlock buckles, an additional mesh compartment and a detachable zip bag to keep contents secure 

and orderly. The stable pullout handle and silent multi-wheels make moving with the trolley smooth and 

effortless. 

MINI CABIN TROLLEY.
MULTI WHEEL CABIN TROLLEY WITH LAPTOP COMPARTMENT AND DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details
- Colour: Coral

- Shell: 100% polycarbonate, lining: 100% 

polyester

- Hard-case multi-wheel cabin trolley (Spinner)

with pull-out handle and customised carry handle

- Front opening with debossed MINI Wing 

Logo and tonal, reversed 2-way zipper with

Black zip pullers

- Padded, detachable laptop sleeve (suitable

for all 13" laptops) and mesh compartment in

front opening

- Main compartment with 2-way zip closure

(water resistant) with integrated TSA

combination lock

- Inside bottom compartment: compression

straps incl. magnetic Fidlock buckle

- Inside top compartment: 2-way zip closure

and additional mesh compartment

- Detachable inside zip bag with press buttons

- Black lining with heat embossed MINI Signet

pattern

- High quality silent wheels with customised

rim cover

- Includes additional combination lock for

front opening

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460877 OS 55× 35,5 ×
23cm
36l volume
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Description

The MINI Cabin Trolley is in a class of its own, bringing together clever MINI design, clean aesthetics, 

comfort and practicality. A practical highlight is the front opening with debossed MINI Wing Logo, including 

an additional, detachable laptop sleeve and extra mesh pocket. The main compartment has a 2-way, water-

resistant zip closure and an integrated TSA combination lock. Inside, there are compression straps with 

magnetic Fidlock buckles, an additional mesh compartment and a detachable zip bag to keep contents secure 

and orderly. The stable pullout handle and silent multi-wheels make moving with the trolley smooth and 

effortless. 

MINI CABIN TROLLEY.
MULTI WHEEL CABIN TROLLEY WITH LAPTOP COMPARTMENT AND DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details
- Colour: Island

- Shell: 100% polycarbonate, lining: 100% 

polyester

- Hard-case multi-wheel cabin trolley (Spinner)

with pull-out handle and customised carry handle

- Front opening with debossed MINI Wing 

Logo and tonal, reversed 2-way zipper with

Black zip pullers

- Padded, detachable laptop sleeve (suitable

for all 13" laptops) and mesh compartment in

front opening

- Main compartment with 2-way zip closure

(water resistant) with integrated TSA

combination lock

- Inside bottom compartment: compression

straps incl. magnetic Fidlock buckle

- Inside top compartment: 2-way zip closure

and additional mesh compartment

- Detachable inside zip bag with press buttons

- Black lining with heat embossed MINI Signet

pattern

- High quality silent wheels with customised

rim cover

- Includes additional combination lock for

front opening

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460878 OS 55× 35,5 ×
23cm
36l volume
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Description

Robust, roomy and beautiful, the MINI Trolley with its debossed frontal MINI Wing Logo is the ideal travel 

case for long trips away. The main compartment has a 2-way, water-resistant zip closure with an integrated 

TSA combination lock. Inside, there are are compression straps with magnetic Fidlock buckles, an additional 

mesh compartment and a detachable zip bag to keep contents secure and orderly. On the sides are sturdy 

bumpers for extra durability. The stable pullout handle and silent multi-wheels make moving with the trolley 

smooth and effortless. 

MINI TROLLEY.
MULTI WHEEL TROLLEY WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details
- Colour: Grey

- Shell: 100% polycarbonate, lining: 100% 

polyester

- Hard-case multi-wheel trolley (Spinner) with 

pull-out handle and customised carry handle

- 2-way zip closure (waterresistant) with 

integrated TSA combination lock

- High quality silent wheels with customised 

rim cover

- Durable plastic bumpers on side

Inside bottom compartment: compression 

straps incl. magnetic Fidlock buckle

- Inside top compartment: 2-way zip closure

and additional mesh compartment

- Detachable inside zip bag with press buttons

- Black lining with heat embossed MINI Signet

pattern

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460879 OS 71× 48,5 ×
27,5cm
76l volume
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Description

Robust, roomy and beautiful, the MINI Trolley with its debossed frontal MINI Wing Logo is the ideal travel 

case for long trips away. The main compartment has a 2-way, water-resistant zip closure with an integrated 

TSA combination lock. Inside, there are are compression straps with magnetic Fidlock buckles, an additional 

mesh compartment and a detachable zip bag to keep contents secure and orderly. On the sides are sturdy 

bumpers for extra durability. The stable pullout handle and silent multi-wheels make moving with the trolley 

smooth and effortless. 

MINI TROLLEY.
MULTI WHEEL TROLLEY WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details
- Colour: Coral

- Shell: 100% polycarbonate, lining: 100% 

polyester

- Hard-case multi-wheel trolley (Spinner) with 

pull-out handle and customised carry handle

- 2-way zip closure (waterresistant) with 

integrated TSA combination lock

- High quality silent wheels with customised 

rim cover

- Durable plastic bumpers on side

Inside bottom compartment: compression 

straps incl. magnetic Fidlock buckle

- Inside top compartment: 2-way zip closure

and additional mesh compartment

- Detachable inside zip bag with press buttons

- Black lining with heat embossed MINI Signet

pattern

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460880 OS 71× 48,5 ×
27,5cm
76l volume
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Description

Robust, roomy and beautiful, the MINI Trolley with its debossed frontal MINI Wing Logo is the ideal travel 

case for long trips away. The main compartment has a 2-way, water-resistant zip closure with an integrated 

TSA combination lock. Inside, there are are compression straps with magnetic Fidlock buckles, an additional 

mesh compartment and a detachable zip bag to keep contents secure and orderly. On the sides are sturdy 

bumpers for extra durability. The stable pullout handle and silent multi-wheels make moving with the trolley 

smooth and effortless. 

MINI TROLLEY.
MULTI WHEEL TROLLEY WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details
- Colour: Island

- Shell: 100% polycarbonate, lining: 100% 

polyester

- Hard-case multi-wheel trolley (Spinner) with 

pull-out handle and customised carry handle

- 2-way zip closure (waterresistant) with 

integrated TSA combination lock

- High quality silent wheels with customised 

rim cover

- Durable plastic bumpers on side

Inside bottom compartment: compression 

straps incl. magnetic Fidlock buckle

- Inside top compartment: 2-way zip closure

and additional mesh compartment

- Detachable inside zip bag with press buttons

- Black lining with heat embossed MINI Signet

pattern

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460881 OS 71× 48,5 ×
27,5cm
76l volume



ACCESSORIES.
They say the devil is in the details, and every MINI accessory is created with clear purpose. From practical 
essentials to beautifully crafted items designed to inspire and entertain, MINI’s wide collection of accessories 
has every day and opportunity taken care of. 
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Description

This high-quality keyring is a practical every-day accessory. It is made of brushed zinc alloy, has a nylon loop 

and a split ring to easily attach keys. There’s a subtle laser engraved MINI Wing Logo on the front. 

MINI WING LOGO KEYRING.
KEYRING WITH LASER ENGRAVED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Silver/Black

- Brushed zinc alloy, nylon loop
- Split ring
- Laser engraved MINI Wing Logo on front

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2445685 OS 190 × 18 × 7mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

This high-quality keyring is a practical every-day accessory. It is made of brushed zinc alloy, has a nylon loop 

and a split ring to easily attach keys. There’s a subtle laser engraved MINI Wordmark on the front. 

MINI WORDMARK KEYRING.
KEYRING WITH LASER ENGRAVED MINI WORDMARK.

Details

- Colour: Silver/Black

- Brushed zinc alloy, nylon loop
- Split ring
- Laser engraved MINI Wordmark on front

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2445686 OS 190 × 18 × 7mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Keep the keys to all life’s doors together: The MINI Colour Block Keyring has a classic split ring as well as a 

special spring opening for easy adding and removing of keys and a laser engraved MINI Wing Logo.

MINI COLOUR BLOCK KEYRING.
"PULL-OPEN" KEYRING WITH LASER ENGRAVED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Black/Silver

- Anodised aluminium
- "Pull-open" spring mechanism
- Split ring

- Laser engraved MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460882 OS 60 × 38 × 5,5mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Keep the keys to all life’s doors together: The MINI Colour Block Keyring has a classic split ring as well as a 

special spring opening for easy adding and removing of keys and a laser engraved MINI Wing Logo.

MINI COLOUR BLOCK KEYRING.
"PULL-OPEN" KEYRING WITH LASER ENGRAVED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Black/Island

- Anodised aluminium
- "Pull-open" spring mechanism
- Split ring

- Laser engraved MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460883 OS 60 × 38 × 5,5mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Keep the keys to all life’s doors together: The MINI Colour Block Keyring has a classic split ring as well as a 

special spring opening for easy adding and removing of keys and a laser engraved MINI Wing Logo.

MINI COLOUR BLOCK KEYRING.
"PULL-OPEN" KEYRING WITH LASER ENGRAVED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Grey/Coral

- Anodised aluminium
- "Pull-open" spring mechanism
- Split ring

- Laser engraved MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460884 OS 60 × 38 × 5,5mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Because you never know when you’ll need one. The functional MINI Bottle Opener Keyring goes wherever 

you and your keys do, so you’re never caught short. It’s made from brushed stainless steel, making it resistant 

against corrosion and fingerprints, and it features a laser engraved MINI Wing Logo.

MINI BOTTLE OPENER KEYRING.
KEYRING WITH BOTTLE OPENER AND LASER ENGRAVED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Silver

- Brushed stainless steel
- Functions as bottle opener
- Laser engraved MINI Wing Logo

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460885 OS 60 × 34 × 8mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Keep your keys on a tight rein with a sturdy lanyard. Made from durable material connected with a rotatable 

carabiner and safety locking system. 

MINI TUBE LANYARD.
LANYARD WITH CONTRAST MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Grey

- Cord: 100% polyester
- Rotatable carabiner: zinc alloy
- Safety locking system

- Printed White MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460886 OS 480 × 12 × 12mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Keep your keys on a tight rein with a sturdy lanyard. Made from durable material connected with a rotatable 

carabiner and safety locking system. 

MINI TUBE LANYARD.
LANYARD WITH CONTRAST MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Island

- Cord: 100% polyester
- Rotatable carabiner: zinc alloy
- Safety locking system

- Printed White MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460888 OS 480 × 12 × 12mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Keep your keys on a tight rein with a sturdy lanyard. Made from durable material connected with a rotatable 

carabiner and safety locking system. 

MINI TUBE LANYARD.
LANYARD WITH CONTRAST MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Coral

- Cord: 100% polyester
- Rotatable carabiner: zinc alloy
- Safety locking system

- Printed White MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460887 OS 480 × 12 × 12mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Make a statement with this sophisticated magnet button. It is made from stainless, brushed iron and has a 

subtle laser engraved MINI Wing Logo.

MINI WING LOGO MAGNET.
MAGNET WITH LASER ENGRAVED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Silver

- Magnetic stainless iron, brushed surface
- Laser engraved MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2445694 OS 22 × 22 × 5mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Look good, stay dry and get noticed with this foldable MINI umbrella. The practical push button allows an 

easy opening and closure. A MINI Signet printed cover guarantees dry and clean transportation and storage. 

The reflective MINI Signet pattern on the outside does not only set a visual accent, but is also a smart way to 

be seen and stay safe at night. A debossed MINI Wing Logo highlights the customised handle.

MINI FOLDABLE SIGNET UMBRELLA.
FOLDABLE UMBRELLA WITH REFLECTIVE MINI SIGNET PATTERN.

Details

- Colour: Grey

- 100% fast dry polyester
- Bars: fibre reinforced polymer
- Stick: steel

- Handle: ABS with PU coating
- Tonal MINI Signet screen print and reflective MINI Signet
pattern on outside

- Windproof
- Push button to open and close
- Fastening strap with press button

- MINI Signet printed cover with press buttons
- Debossed MINI Wing Logo on customised handle
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2445719 OS
Folded: 27 x 6cm
Diameter: 98cm 
Handle: 5 x 4cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Look good, stay dry and get noticed with this foldable MINI umbrella. The practical push button allows an 

easy opening and closure. A MINI Signet printed cover guarantees dry and clean transportation and storage. 

The reflective MINI Signet pattern on the outside does not only set a visual accent, but is also a smart way to 

be seen and stay safe at night. A debossed MINI Wing Logo highlights the customised handle.

MINI FOLDABLE SIGNET UMBRELLA.
FOLDABLE UMBRELLA WITH REFLECTIVE MINI SIGNET PATTERN.

Details

- Colour: Coral

- 100% fast dry polyester
- Bars: fibre reinforced polymer
- Stick: steel

- Handle: ABS with PU coating
- Tonal MINI Signet screen print and reflective MINI Signet
pattern on outside

- Windproof
- Push button to open and close
- Fastening strap with press button

- MINI Signet printed cover with press buttons
- Debossed MINI Wing Logo on customised handle
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460889 OS
Folded: 27 x 6cm
Diameter: 98cm 
Handle: 5 x 4cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Look good, stay dry and get noticed with this foldable MINI umbrella. The practical push button allows an 

easy opening and closure. A MINI Signet printed cover guarantees dry and clean transportation and storage. 

The reflective MINI Signet pattern on the outside does not only set a visual accent, but is also a smart way to 

be seen and stay safe at night. A debossed MINI Wing Logo highlights the customised handle.

MINI FOLDABLE SIGNET UMBRELLA.
FOLDABLE UMBRELLA WITH REFLECTIVE MINI SIGNET PATTERN.

Details

- Colour: Island

- 100% fast dry polyester
- Bars: fibre reinforced polymer
- Stick: steel

- Handle: ABS with PU coating
- Tonal MINI Signet screen print and reflective MINI Signet
pattern on outside

- Windproof
- Push button to open and close
- Fastening strap with press button

- MINI Signet printed cover with press buttons
- Debossed MINI Wing Logo on customised handle
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460890 OS
Folded: 27 x 6cm
Diameter: 98cm 
Handle: 5 x 4cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Perfect for rainy days and stormy weather, the MINI umbrella is windproof and has an auto-open button for 

quick release. A tonal MINI Signet screen print covers the inside and the fastening strap. The long walking 

stick adds a touch of classic style. A debossed MINI Wing Logo highlights the customised handle.

MINI WALKING STICK SIGNET UMBRELLA.
WALKING STICK UMBRELLA WITH TONAL MINI SIGNET PATTERN INSIDE.

Details

- Colour: Grey

- 100% fast dry polyester
- Bars: fibre reinforced polymer
- Stick: steel

- Handle: ABS with PU coating
- Tonal MINI Signet screen print inside
- Windproof

- Push button to open
- Fastening strap with MINI Signet pattern print and press 
button

- Debossed MINI Wing Logo on customised handle
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2445722 OS
Length: 82.2cm
Diameter: 99.5cm 
Handle: 13.5 x 3.3cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Perfect for rainy days and stormy weather, the MINI umbrella is windproof and has an auto-open button for 

quick release. A tonal MINI Signet screen print covers the inside and the fastening strap. The long walking 

stick adds a touch of classic style. A debossed MINI Wing Logo highlights the customised handle.

MINI WALKING STICK SIGNET UMBRELLA.
WALKING STICK UMBRELLA WITH TONAL MINI SIGNET PATTERN INSIDE.

Details

- Colour: Coral

- 100% fast dry polyester
- Bars: fibre reinforced polymer
- Stick: steel

- Handle: ABS with PU coating
- Tonal MINI Signet screen print inside
- Windproof

- Push button to open
- Fastening strap with MINI Signet pattern print and press 
button

- Debossed MINI Wing Logo on customised handle
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460891 OS
Length: 82.2cm
Diameter: 99.5cm 
Handle: 13.5 x 3.3cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Perfect for rainy days and stormy weather, the MINI umbrella is windproof and has an auto-open button for 

quick release. A tonal MINI Signet screen print covers the inside and the fastening strap. The long walking 

stick adds a touch of classic style. A debossed MINI Wing Logo highlights the customised handle.

MINI WALKING STICK SIGNET UMBRELLA.
WALKING STICK UMBRELLA WITH TONAL MINI SIGNET PATTERN INSIDE.

Details

- Colour: Island

- 100% fast dry polyester
- Bars: fibre reinforced polymer
- Stick: steel

- Handle: ABS with PU coating
- Tonal MINI Signet screen print inside
- Windproof

- Push button to open
- Fastening strap with MINI Signet pattern print and press 
button

- Debossed MINI Wing Logo on customised handle
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460892 OS
Length: 82.2cm
Diameter: 99.5cm 
Handle: 13.5 x 3.3cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

The MINI Bluetooth Speaker is a cool, portable companion for indoor and outdoor entertainment. Its soft 

touch, metal body follows the typical MINI design language with a rounded bottom and colour block Black-

and-White look. 

MINI BLUETOOTH SPEAKER.
ROUND BLUETOOTH SPEAKER WITH BLACK MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: White/Black

- Metal with soft touch coating, bottom part ABS
- Printed Black MINI Wing Logo
- Input: DC 5V 500mA

- Bluetooth signal reach: 10 meters
- Battery included: 3.7V 450mA / 1.665Wh
- Charging via included micro USB cable

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2445711 OS 7 × 7 × 5mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

The MINI Bluetooth Speaker is a cool, portable companion for indoor and outdoor entertainment. Its soft 

touch, metal body follows the typical MINI design language with a rounded bottom and colour block Coral and 

Grey look. 

MINI BLUETOOTH SPEAKER.
ROUND BLUETOOTH SPEAKER WITH BLACK MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Coral/Grey

- Metal with soft touch coating, bottom part ABS
- Printed Black MINI Wing Logo
- Input: DC 5V 500mA

- Bluetooth signal reach: 10 meters
- Battery included: 3.7V 450mA / 1.665Wh
- Charging via included micro USB cable

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460893 OS 7 × 7 × 5mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

The MINI Bluetooth Speaker is a cool, portable companion for indoor and outdoor entertainment. Its soft 

touch, metal body follows the typical MINI design language with a rounded bottom and colour block Island 

and Black look. 

MINI BLUETOOTH SPEAKER.
ROUND BLUETOOTH SPEAKER WITH BLACK MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Island/Black

- Metal with soft touch coating, bottom part ABS
- Printed Black MINI Wing Logo
- Input: DC 5V 500mA

- Bluetooth signal reach: 10 meters
- Battery included: 3.7V 450mA / 1.665Wh
- Charging via included micro USB cable

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460894 OS 7 × 7 × 5mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

This phone cover is an elegant must-have. It is made of real leather and has a debossed MINI Wing Logo; the 

soft microfibre lining protects smartphones reliably. Available for iPhone 7 and 8, iPhone 7+ and 8+ and 

Samsung Galaxy S7. 

MINI PHONE COVER.

Details

- Colour: Black

- 100% leather
- Microfibre lining
- Debossed MINI Wing Logo

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460921 iPhone 8 / iPhone 7

2460922 iPhone 8+ / iPhone 
7+

2445709 SamsungGalaxy  7

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

The MINI FindMate is a clever gadget to locate personal goods by acoustic signal. It works as a transceiver 

connected via Bluetooth. It can be used to locate a paired object (e.g. mobile phone) within 40m reach or 

alternatively to locate objects on which the FindMate is fixed (e.g. handbag, keys). Made of waxed canvas 

featuring a subtle debossed MINI Wing Logo.

MINI FINDMATE.
FINDMATE WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Black

- Waxed canvas
- FindMate in waxed canvas pouch with debossed MINI Wing
Logo

- Strap with matt press stud (can be detached to change battery)
- Transceiver that connects to your mobile phone via bluetooth
- To locate a paired object (e.g. mobile phone) by acoustic signal

- To locate an object on which the MINI FindMate is fixed (e.g. 
handbag, keys) by acoustic signal at the tag

- Smartphone app

- Reach of 40m; battery included
- Made in Poland

Sizing & Article number

2445731 OS 27 × 6 × 1,5cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Nothing beats a hand-written note. Get your thoughts and ideas written down on dotted FSC certified paper, 

bound in beautiful bookmaker linen.  The notebook closes with a magnetic flap that enables storage of 

additional, loose papers and documents, holds a pen with its elastic pen loop and features an embossed MINI 

Wing Logo on bottom right cover.

MINI CLOTH-BOUND NOTEBOOK.
NOTEBOOK WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN.

Details

- Colour: Grey

- Cover: cloth-bound bookbinder fibre board
- Paper: FSC certified
- Magnetic closure

- Tonal bookmark and tonal, elastic penloop
- Grey MINI Signet pattern printed on monkey bag, front and end
paper 

- Debossed MINI Wing Logo
- 240 off-White pages with dotted paper
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460895 OS 21,6 × 15,7 ×
1,9cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Nothing beats a hand-written note. Get your thoughts and ideas written down on dotted FSC certified paper, 

bound in beautiful bookmaker linen.  The notebook closes with a magnetic flap that enables storage of 

additional, loose papers and documents, holds a pen with its elastic pen loop and features an embossed MINI 

Wing Logo on bottom right cover.

MINI CLOTH-BOUND NOTEBOOK.
NOTEBOOK WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN.

Details

- Colour: Coral

- Cover: cloth-bound bookbinder fibre board
- Paper: FSC certified
- Magnetic closure

- Tonal bookmark and tonal, elastic penloop
- Coral MINI Signet pattern printed on monkey bag, front and end
paper 

- Debossed MINI Wing Logo
- 240 off-White pages with dotted paper
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460896 OS 21,6 × 15,7 ×
1,9cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Nothing beats a hand-written note. Get your thoughts and ideas written down on dotted FSC certified paper, 

bound in beautiful bookmaker linen.  The notebook closes with a magnetic flap that enables storage of 

additional, loose papers and documents, holds a pen with its elastic pen loop and features an embossed MINI 

Wing Logo on bottom right cover.

MINI CLOTH-BOUND NOTEBOOK.
NOTEBOOK WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO AND MINI SIGNET PATTERN.

Details

- Colour: Island

- Cover: cloth-bound bookbinder fibre board
- Paper: FSC certified
- Magnetic closure

- Tonal bookmark and tonal, elastic penloop
- Island MINI Signet pattern printed on monkey bag, front and 
end
paper 

- Debossed MINI Wing Logo
- 240 off-White pages with dotted paper
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460897 OS 21,6 × 15,7 ×
1,9cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

The MINI USB Key is made of durable ABS with a soft rubber finish, has a detachable cap and an opening for 

keyrings. The cap features a subtle, debossed MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI USB KEY.
32GB USB KEY WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Grey

- ABS with rubber finish
- Flash drive with integrated USB 2.0 interface
- Detachable cap

- Opening for keyring
- Fully complies with the universal serial bus certification
revision 2.0

- 32 GB
- Debossed MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2445703 OS 1,8× 1,8 × 4,5cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

The MINI USB Key is made of durable ABS with a soft rubber finish, has a detachable cap and an opening for 

keyrings. The cap features a subtle, debossed MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI USB KEY.
32GB USB KEY WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Coral

- ABS with rubber finish
- Flash drive with integrated USB 2.0 interface
- Detachable cap

- Opening for keyring
- Fully complies with the universal serial bus certification
revision 2.0

- 32 GB
- Debossed MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460898 OS 1,8× 1,8 × 4,5cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

The MINI USB Key is made of durable ABS with a soft rubber finish, has a detachable cap and an opening for 

keyrings. The cap features a subtle, debossed MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI USB KEY.
32GB USB KEY WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Island

- ABS with rubber finish
- Flash drive with integrated USB 2.0 interface
- Detachable cap

- Opening for keyring
- Fully complies with the universal serial bus certification
revision 2.0

- 32 GB
- Debossed MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460899 OS 1,8× 1,8 × 4,5cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

Write, Create, Invent, Innovate. With this sustainably produced, stylish pencil set. The pencils are made of 

FSC certified wood and have a Black surface with White dipped endings or tips. They feature different mottos 

and a printed MINI Wordmark. Set contains 4 pencils. 

MINI PENCIL SET.
PENCIL SET WITH DIPPED ENDINGS/TIPS AND PRINTED MINI WORDMARK.

Details

- Colour: Black/White

- FSC certified wood
- Pencil set (HB) containing 4 pencils
- Each pencil with different prints ("Write", "Create", "Invent", 

"Innovate")
- Black surface with White dipped endings or tips
- Printed MINI Wordmark

- Made in Czech Republic

Sizing & Article number

2445689 OS 17,5× 0,8 × 0,8cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2018-2020 | Accessoires |  
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Description

It’s always nice to add a personal note in your own handwriting. This signature fountain pen represents 

original MINI design with its two-tone aluminium body and contrast MINI Wing Logo print. It is compatible 

with standard ink cartridges.

MINI FOUNTAIN PEN.
FOUNTAIN PEN WITH PRINTED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Silver/Black

- Anodized aluminium, satin finish
- Black printed MINI Wing Logo
- Compatible with standard ink cartridges

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460900 OS 130 × 11,6 ×
11,6mm
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Description

Some cool design for your favourite hot drinks. This MINI mug has a stark, eye-catching two-tone colour dip 

glaze, a matte outside and glossy inside complete with a printed MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI COLOUR DIP CUP.
STONEWARE CUP WITH HANDLE AND MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: White/Black

- Stoneware with bicolour dipped glaze
- Matt surface
- Dishwasher safe

- Black printed MINI Wing Logo inside
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460901 OS 7,6× 7,6 × 10cm
capacity 0,35l
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Description

Some cool design for your favourite hot drinks. This MINI mug has a stark, eye-catching two-tone colour dip 

glaze, a matte outside and glossy inside complete with a printed MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI COLOUR DIP CUP.
STONEWARE CUP WITH HANDLE AND MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Coral/Grey

- Stoneware with bicolour dipped glaze
- Matt surface
- Dishwasher safe

- Black printed MINI Wing Logo inside
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460902 OS 7,6× 7,6 × 10cm
capacity 0,35l
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Description

Some cool design for your favourite hot drinks. This MINI mug has a stark, eye-catching two-tone colour dip 

glaze, a matte outside and glossy inside complete with a printed MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI COLOUR DIP CUP.
STONEWARE CUP WITH HANDLE AND MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Black/Island

- Stoneware with bicolour dipped glaze
- Matt surface
- Dishwasher safe

- Black printed MINI Wing Logo inside
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460903 OS 7,6× 7,6 × 10cm
capacity 0,35l
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Description

Anytime can be teatime! The MINI Tea-Maker includes a matte stoneware teacup with a saucer and cover to 

keep your tea nice and hot, as well as a stainless steel strainer for preparing a fresh cup of your favourite 

loose-leaf blend. 

MINI TEA-MAKER.
THREE-PIECE TEA-MAKER WITH CUP, SAUCER AND TEA STRAINER.

Details

- Colour: White/Black

- Cup and saucer: stoneware, strainer: stainless steel
- Matt surface
- Tea strainer storable in saucer

- Dishwasher safe
- Black printed MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460904 OS 8,5× 8,5 × 10,8cm
capacity 0,285l
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Description
Refresh your bottle and reduce your waste. The MINI Water Bottle has a classic screw cap as well as an 
additional, larger screw opening for easy refilling and it fits into the MINI cup holder. The matte contrast top 
part creates the typical MINI colour block design and features a debossed MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI COLOUR BLOCK WATER BOTTLE.
WATER BOTTLE WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Grey

- 100% BPA-free polymer
- Classic screw cap and additional larger screw opening for refill
- Opaque, matt contrast top part

- Transparent bottom
- Debossed MINI Wing Logo on cap
- Fits into MINI cup holder

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460906 OS 8× 8× 24,8cm
capacity 0,7l
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Description
Refresh your bottle and reduce your waste. The MINI Water Bottle has a classic screw cap as well as an 
additional, larger screw opening for easy refilling and it fits into the MINI cup holder. The matte contrast top 
part creates the typical MINI colour block design and features a debossed MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI COLOUR BLOCK WATER BOTTLE.
WATER BOTTLE WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Coral

- 100% BPA-free polymer
- Classic screw cap and additional larger screw opening for refill
- Opaque, matt contrast top part

- Transparent bottom
- Debossed MINI Wing Logo on cap
- Fits into MINI cup holder

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460907 OS 8× 8× 24,8cm
capacity 0,7l
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Description
Refresh your bottle and reduce your waste. The MINI Water Bottle has a classic screw cap as well as an 
additional, larger screw opening for easy refilling and it fits into the MINI cup holder. The matte contrast top 
part creates the typical MINI colour block design and features a debossed MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI COLOUR BLOCK WATER BOTTLE.
WATER BOTTLE WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Island

- 100% BPA-free polymer
- Classic screw cap and additional larger screw opening for refill
- Opaque, matt contrast top part

- Transparent bottom
- Debossed MINI Wing Logo on cap
- Fits into MINI cup holder

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460908 OS 8× 8× 24,8cm
capacity 0,7l
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Description
The MINI Travel Mug is a practical daily companion to comfortably carry your favourite drinks. It is made of 
coated stainless steel and 100% BPA-free polymer, is vacuum-insulated and has a screw-on lid with “press-to-
drink” button. Clever details: The mug fits into every MINI cup holder and the cap has a built-in tea hook 
inside. With Black MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI TRAVEL MUG.
TRAVEL MUG WITH BLACK MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: White/Black

- Body: soft touch coated stainless steel
- Cap: 100% BPA-free polymer
- Double walled, vacuum-insulated body

- Screw-on lid with "press-to-drink" button
- Cap with built-in tea hook
- Fits into MINI cup holder

- Black printed MINI Wing Logo
- Hand wash only
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2445702 OS 7× 7× 14cm
capacity 0,3l
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Description
The MINI Travel Mug is a practical daily companion to comfortably carry your favourite drinks. It is made of 
coated stainless steel and 100% BPA-free polymer, is vacuum-insulated and has a screw-on lid with “press-to-
drink” button. Clever details: The mug fits into every MINI cup holder and the cap has a built-in tea hook 
inside. With Black MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI TRAVEL MUG.
TRAVEL MUG WITH BLACK MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Coral/Grey

- Body: soft touch coated stainless steel
- Cap: 100% BPA-free polymer
- Double walled, vacuum-insulated body

- Screw-on lid with "press-to-drink" button
- Cap with built-in tea hook
- Fits into MINI cup holder

- Black printed MINI Wing Logo
- Hand wash only
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460909 OS 7× 7× 14cm
capacity 0,3l
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Description
The MINI Travel Mug is a practical daily companion to comfortably carry your favourite drinks. It is made of 
coated stainless steel and 100% BPA-free polymer, is vacuum-insulated and has a screw-on lid with “press-to-
drink” button. Clever details: The mug fits into every MINI cup holder and the cap has a built-in tea hook 
inside. With Black MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI TRAVEL MUG.
TRAVEL MUG WITH BLACK MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Island/Black

- Body: soft touch coated stainless steel
- Cap: 100% BPA-free polymer
- Double walled, vacuum-insulated body

- Screw-on lid with "press-to-drink" button
- Cap with built-in tea hook
- Fits into MINI cup holder

- Black printed MINI Wing Logo
- Hand wash only
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460910 OS 7× 7× 14cm
capacity 0,3l
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Description

The MINI Travel Flask is an essential travel companion. The double walled, vacuum-insulated stainless steel 

body keeps liquids hot and with its clever "press-to-pour" button and detachable screw-on cup you can enjoy 

your drinks wherever you are. 

MINI TRAVEL FLASK.
TRAVEL FLASK WITH WHITE MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Black/White

- Body: soft touch coated stainless steel
- Cup: 100% BPA-free polymer
- Double walled, vacuum-insulated body

- Detachable screw-on cup
- Screw-on lid with "press-to-pour" button
- Fits into MINI cup holder

- White printed MINI Wing Logo
- Hand wash only
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2445701 OS 7× 7× 25cm
capacity 0,5l
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Description
It's tea time! The typical MINI design makes this teapot a real eye-catcher and brings some „Britishness" to 
your home. Made of solid stoneware. 

MINI TEAPOT.
TEAPOT WITH BLACK MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: White/Black

- Bottom part: stoneware
- Handle and cover: polycarbonate
- Black MINI Wing Logo on bottom

- Hand wash only
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2445715 OS 16× 16× 20,8cm
capacity 0,8l
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Description

The MINI Kubb Game is a classic lawn game that the whole family can enjoy. It is designed with striking 

colour block knights and a king bearing a printed MINI Wing Logo. Carry it to friends or to the park in its 

Black cotton drawstring bag. 

MINI KUBB GAME.
LAWN GAME IN MINI COLOUR BLOCK DESIGN.

Details

- Multi-coloured

- FSC certified pine wood
- 21 game pieces: 1 king, 10 kubbs, 6 throwing sticks and 4
stakes

- Delivered in Black cotton draw-string bag
- White printed MINI Wing Logo on king
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460915 OS 33× 8× 20,5cm
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WATCHES & SUNGLASSES.
Does anything exude more effortless cool than a contemporary timepiece or a timeless pair of sunglasses? 
MINI watches and sunglasses marry sophisticated design and high-quality materials, making beautiful items 
that not only look great but that you can rely on – day in, day out. 
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Description

Style, function and substance all rolled into a beautiful timepiece from MINI. The MINI Watch has a striking 

contrasting colour block face with date display and MINI Wing Logo and the hands remain distinct in Silver-

White and Coral. Made using Ronda Swiss movement and resistant to 10 atmospheres, this stunning watch is 

a classic in the making. 

MINI COLOUR BLOCK WATCH.
UNISEX WATCH WITH COLOUR BLOCK WATCH DIAL AND Black MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: White/Black

- Brushed stainless steel, leather strap
- Hardened mineral glass
- Colour block watch dial and bezel

- Date display
- Silver/White hour and minute hands, Coral seconds counter,
tonal hour markers

- Black printed MINI Wing Logo on dial
- Swiss movement (Ronda)
- 10 ATM

- 371 silver oxide button cell battery
- Made in Austria

Sizing & Article number

2460917 OS 33mm watch dial
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Description

Style, function and substance all rolled into a beautiful timepiece from MINI. The MINI Watch has a striking 

contrasting colour block face with date display and MINI Wing Logo and the hands remain distinct in Black 

and White. Made using Ronda Swiss movement and resistant to 10 atmospheres, this stunning watch is a 

classic in the making. 

MINI COLOUR BLOCK WATCH.
UNISEX WATCH WITH COLOUR BLOCK WATCH DIAL AND Black MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Island/Black

- Brushed stainless steel, leather strap
- Hardened mineral glass
- Colour block watch dial and bezel

- Date display
- Silver/White hour and minute hands, White seconds counter,
tonal hour markers

- Black printed MINI Wing Logo on dial
- Swiss movement (Ronda)
- 10 ATM

- 371 silver oxide button cell battery
- Made in Austria

Sizing & Article number

2460918 OS 33mm watch dial
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Description

Handmade in Italy and presented in a Black, foldable case, these sunglasses interpret an iconic shape in a 

contemporary way. The round Panto features unique MINI touches such as a contrasting matte and gloss 

frame and MINI Wing Logos on the temples, while the Zeiss lenses offer 100% UV-A protection, are anti-

scratch and anti-reflective coated.

MINI MATT/SHINE PANTO SUNGLASSES.
PANTO SUNGLASSES WITH MATT AND SHINE FRONT AND MATT TEMPLES.

Details

- Colour: Black

- Recycled acetate, cleaning cloth: recycled PET
- 5-barrel hinges
- 100% UV-A / UV-B protection Zeiss lenses, anti-reflective and

anti-scratch coated
- Laser engraved tonal MINI Wing Logo on both temples outside,
MINI Wordmark inside

- Black foldable cloth-bound case with debossed tonal MINI 
Wing Logo

- Coral cleaning cloth with Black MINI Wing Logo

- Handmade in Italy

Sizing & Article number

2460919 OS
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Description

A timeless style that adds instant cool, the MINI Matt/Shine Aviator Sunglasses have been upgraded with 

unique MINI touches, including a contrasting matte and gloss frame and MINI Wing Logos on the temples. 

The Zeiss lenses offer 100% UV-A protection and are anti-scratch and anti-reflective coated. The sunglasses 

are presented in a Black, foldable protective case with a MINI cleaning cloth. 

MINI MATT/SHINE AVIATOR SUNGLASSES.
AVIATOR SUNGLASSES WITH MATT AND SHINE FRONT AND MATT TEMPLES.

Details

- Colour: Black

- Recycled acetate, cleaning cloth: recycled PET
- 5-barrel hinges
- 100% UV-A / UV-B protection Zeiss lenses, anti-reflective and 

anti-scratch coated
- Laser engraved tonal MINI Wing Logo on both temples outside,
MINI Wordmark inside

- Black foldable cloth-bound case with debossed tonal MINI 
Wing Logo

- Island cleaning cloth with Black MINI Wing Logo

- Handmade in Italy

Sizing & Article number

2460920 OS
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MINIATURES & MOBILITY
With a heritage built on mobility, it makes perfect sense that MINI also turn its hand and expertise to 
creating items that take us places. From bikes to skateboards, there’s something for the seasoned urban 
commuter, as well as cool contraptions for kids who are just getting started on wheels. 

MINI’s collectible miniatures are all affectionately made to mirror the originals, and many feature moving 
parts and immaculate attention to detail. 
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Description

You don’t need a license to hit the streets on one of these! Keep moving with this original Penny Skateboard, 

a super durable short plastic cruiser customised in a MINI way with its unique Black, red and White design 

and transparent rubber wheels. 

MINI SKATEBOARD.
PENNY SKATEBOARD WITH STRIPES AND MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour Black/Red/White

- Deck: polypropylene, wheels: polyurethane
- Black deck with Red and White striped underside
- Transparent red wheels

- Abec 7 bearings
- Black MINI Wing Logo at the nose
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460916 OS 22Inch 57 x 15.3 x  
13cm
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Description
This folding bike combines comfort and style. The lightweight features an aluminium frame, an 8- speed 
Shimano Acera shift system, 20-inch wheels and a dirt-repellent Teflon®-coated chain. It can be folded in 
seconds and is easy to transport or store. A matt Dark Grey design with real leather saddle and handles and
a Silver MINI Wing Logo on the crossbar make this bike a very cool urban companion.

MINI FOLDING BIKE.
LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINIUM FOLDING BIKE WITH LEATHER SADDLE AND HANDLES.

Details

- Colour: Dark Grey

- Aluminium, stainless steel
- Lightweight aluminium frame in matt Dark Grey
- Innovative and simple folding technology

- 8-speed Shimano Acera
- Dirt-repellent, Teflon®-coated chain
- 20 inch wheels

- Leather saddle and handles
- Silver MINI Wing Logo on frame
- Made in Czech Republic

Sizing & Article number

2413798

USA:
2454881

150 x 110 x 60cm
folded: 85 x 65 x 
30cm
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Description
It goes without saying that you should always stay safe and be seen when cycling after dark. MINI’s 
lightweight front and rear bike lights have an integrated Li-Ion USB chargeable battery so you can keep them 
charged wherever you go. And they’re simple to install with rubber attachments. 

MINI BIKE LIGHT.
USB CHARGEABLE LIGHTWEIGHT BIKE LIGHT SET.

Details

- Colour: Black

- Aluminium, rubber, polycarbonate
- Lightweight light set with front and rear light
- Easy to install

- Integrated Li-Ion battery
- Charging via USB
- Max. 30 Lux (Front light)

- White MINI Wing Logo on front light
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2450930 front light: 10 x 3cm
rear light: 3 x 2cm
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Description
The ideal training bike to prepare for the real thing, this balance bike is designed for kids over 3 years old or 
90cm tall. It has a low step through and platform, an adjustable saddle as well as an adjustable and gripped 
handlebar to allow comfortable and safe riding. The solid steel frame is in Chili Red and the Black handlebar 
has a MINI Signet pattern, and together with the White MINI Wing Logo on the crash pad and the White 
rims they emphasise the unique MINI design.

MINI BALANCE BIKE.
BALANCE BIKE WITH MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red

- Steel with high impact resistant powder coating
- For children over 3 years or 90cm height (stride length: 35cm)
- Frame with low step-through and platform

- Pneumatic tyres 50-203 with White rims
- Adjustable learner bike saddle and handlebar
- Ball bearing wheels and handlebar

- Safety handlebar grips with MINI Signet pattern
- Stand
- White MINI Wing Logo on front crash pad

- Made in Germany

Sizing & Article number

2451011

USA:
2451010

34 x 38 x 87cm
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Description
Designed especially for children over 18 months old or 80cm tall, the MINI Tricycle has noiseless wheels with 
White rims, an ergonomically moulded seat and a gripped handlebar. The solid steel frame is in Chili Red and 
the Black handlebar has a MINI Signet pattern, and together with the White MINI Wing Logo on the crash 
pad and the White rims they emphasise the unique MINI design.

MINI TRICYCLE.
TRICYCLE WITH MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red

- Steel with high impact resistant powder coating
- For children over 18 months or 80cm height
- Silent wheels with White rims

- Ergonomically moulded seat
- Safety handlebar grips with MINI Signet pattern
- White MINI Wing Logo on front crash pad

- Made in Germany

Sizing & Article number

2451012 23 x 40 x 62cm 
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Description
The little ones will love whizzing around in the smooth-running MINI Baby Racer. It has low noise rubber 
tyres and a soft, detachable seat cushion that can be washed whenever needed. The body is made from non-
toxic polyethylene and can be accessorised with an optional push bar for when they inevitably wear 
themselves out. The classic Chili Red and White bonnet stripes give the little racer its unique MINI look. 
Suitable for children 18 months and over. 

MINI BABY RACER.
PUSH CAR IN ORIGINAL MINI DESIGN.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red

- Non-toxic plastic: polyethylene body with polyamide injection
parts

- For children over 18 months

- White bonnet stripes
- Low-noise rubber tyres
- Childproof steering wheel

- Detachable, washable seat cushion
- Optional push-bar available
- TÜV approved

- Made in Germany

Sizing & Article number

2451013 74 x 30 x 40cm
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Description
This 1:18 MINI Cabrio is an affectionately designed and accurate diecast model of the 2016 MINI, made for 
fans, lovers, drivers and collectors. The miniature car displays the original MINI design and has accurately 
copied components and doors, including a bonnet and trunk that can be opened manually. The Cabrio comes 
in three different colours.

MINI CABRIO (F57) MINIATURE.
DIECAST MINIATURE CAR 1:18.

Details

- Diecast miniature 1:18

- Doors, bonnet and trunk can be opened
- Detailed design of chassis and engine
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2405582
2405583
2405584

Pepper White
Chili Red
Electric Blue
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Description
This 1:18 MINI Cooper S is an affectionately designed diecast model of the third generation MINI, made for 
fans, lovers, drivers and collectors. The miniature car displays the original MINI design and comes with cool 
features like a sunroof and a boot and trunk that can be opened. A separate turning brake-disc rounds up this 
accurately copied piece of design.

MINI COOPER S (F56) MINIATURE.
DIECAST MINIATURE CAR 1:18.

Details

- Diecast miniature 1:18

- Doors, bonnet and trunk can be opened
- Sunroof
- Detailed design of chassis and engine

- Separate turning brake-disc
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2413799
2339558
2413800

Blazing Red
Midnight Black
Volcanic Orange
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Description
This 1:18 miniature in Island Blue is an affectionately designed and accurate diecast model of the newly 
launched MINI Countryman, made for fans, lovers, drivers and collectors. The miniature car displays the 
original MINI Countryman design including interior details that mimic the original carpeting. It has 
accurately copied components and doors, including a bonnet and trunk that can be opened manually. 

MINI COUNTRYMAN (F60) MINIATURE.
DIECAST MINIATURE CAR 1:18.

Details

- Colour: Island Blue

- Diecast miniature 1:18
- Doors, bonnet and trunk can be opened
- Detailed design of chassis and engine

- Interior mimics original carpeting
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2447940 Island Blue
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Description
These 1:64 MINI Hatch miniature cars are ready for a day of racing. They come in a box of 36, in 4 different 
colours and with free wheels. The perfect gift for MINI fans. 

MINI HATCH (F56) MINIATURE.
DIECAST MINIATURE CAR 1:64.

Details

- Colours: Blazing Red, Volcanic Orange, Midnight Black, Pepper

White
- 1:64 scale
- Diecast with plastic parts

- Free wheel
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2339551 Box of 36 with 4 
colours (Blazing Red, 
Volcanic Orange, 
Midnight Black, 
Pepper White)
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Description
These little MINI Cooper S 1:36 cars are ready for a day of racing. They come in a box of 24 with a pullback 
motor and in 3 different colours. The miniature Coopers are the perfect gift for children and grown-up MINI 
lovers. 

MINI COOPER S PULL BACK.
PULL BACK TOY CAR 1:36.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red, Electric Blue, Volcanic Orange

- 1:36 scale
- Plastic
- Pullback motor

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2447939 Box of 24 with 
pullback motor in 
1:36 in 3 colours
(Chili Red, Electric 
Blue, Volcanic 
Orange)
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KIDS PRODUCTS.
Big kids, small kids and even creative, grown-up MINI fans will love the emotional and cleverly designed kids‘ 
products of the MINI Lifestyle Collection. From arts and crafts to clever ways to keep them entertained both 
indoors and outside, there’s a little MINI magic in each item.
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Description

Let their imaginations run wild on the MINI Movie Stage. It contains seven sheets with a variety of playful 

pre-cut props and four different backdrops, as well as a foldable mobile phone stand for easy recording. All the 

fun is neatly packed into a handy slip lid box. 

MINI MOVIE STAGE.
KIDS MOVIE SET WITH DIFFERENT BACKDROPS AND PROPS.

Details

- Multi-coloured

- FSC certified paper
- 7 sheets with various pre-cut props and 4 different backdrops
- Foldable mobile phone stand

- Box functions as stage and backdrop holder
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460911 OS 37 x 17.5  x 6.8cm
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Description

Made just like in the good old days, the MINI Pull Toy Car is carved from wood, glazed and painted in a 

striking red with typical MINI details such as White bonnet stripes and roof. It also has real rubber tyres and 

a solid cord for in- and outdoor fun. 

MINI PULL TOY CAR.
WOODEN PULL TOY CAR FOR KIDS.

Details

- Colour: Red

- FSC certified beech
- MINI Hatch with bonnet stripes
- Rubber tyres with profile

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460912 OS 16 x 9  x 7cm
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Description

Lovingly knitted and soft to the touch, the MINI Knitted Car – already a classic in its third edition - has an 

Island blue body and Black roof, lemon yellow front and red rear lights and an embroidered radiator grill. 

Machine washable at 30°. 

MINI KNITTED CAR.
KNITTED MINI HATCH WITH MINI WORDMARK NUMBER PLATES.

Details

- Colour: Island

- 95% cotton, 3% polyester, 2% viscose
- Soft filling
- Embroidered details

- MINI Wordmark on front and back as number plates
- Machine washable 30°
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460913 OS 26 x 14  x 13cm
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Description

Nurture their artistic side with a MINI colouring book complete with loads of things to draw and colour in. 

From animals to cars, there are 15 pages of fun that can be removed and used as post cards. 

MINI COLOURING BOOK.
COLOURING BOOK WITH PAGES TO BE USED AS PICTURE POST CARDS.

Details

- Multi-coloured

- FSC certified paper
- 15 different car and animal designs
- Backside with post card print

- Ring binding
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2460914 DIN A5
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Description

Kids will love this fun toy. It includes a MINI paper car that has to be built out of 3 paper sheets and 5 

“Stabilo Woody 3in1” crayons for multi-colour painting. Now it’s up to the little ones in which colour they 

finish their favorite car. 

MINI COLOURING CAR SET.
FOLDABLE PAPER CAR WITH 5 STABILO CRAYONS.

Details

- Multi-coloured

- 3 untreated A4 card board sheets, FSC certified
- 5 “Stabilo Woody 3in1” crayons (Black, aqua, electricblue,
bright red, lemon):

- Unbreakable lead (1cm), FSC certified wood, high colour 
intensity

- Made in Germany

Sizing & Article number

2445712 OS
3x A4 sheets
crayons: 9 x 1.6 x 
1.6cm
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Description

Customise a shirt, pimp a cushion or simply patch a pair of trousers. Be inventive and creative with these 

little iron-on patches. Embroidered patches come in a set of 5 with different designs and materials. 

MINI IRON-ON PATCH SET.
SET OF 5 IRON-ON PATCHES.

Details

- Multi-coloured

- 98% cotton, 2% viscose
- 5 different designs: car, lion, bear, panda, octopus
- Embroidered outlines and details

- Different materials: lion (terry), bear and panda (jersey), car and
octopus (twill)

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2445714 OS
each patch around 10 
x 7cm
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Description

Be creative, act sustainably and make cool toys by upcycling household packaging such as paper rolls and 

boxes. This MINI Kids Craft Set contains accessories to produce 3 car wash sceneries including a car wash, 

fuel dispenser, car, house and flag. 

MINI KIDS CRAFT SET AUTOMOTIVE.
KIDS CRAFT SET TO UPCYCLE HOUSEHOLD PACKAGINGS INTO TOYS.

Details

- Multi-coloured

- 3 pre-cut A5 cardboard sheets, 3 sticker sheets, A4 and 12
split-pins

- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2445729 OS 
23 x 32.5cm (C4)
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Description

Be creative, act sustainably and make cool toys by upcycling household packaging such as paper rolls. This 

MINI Kids Craft Set contains accessories to produce 3 sets of animals including a lion, panda, octopus, 

kangaroo and camel. 

MINI KIDS CRAFT SET ANIMALS.
KIDS CRAFT SET TO UPCYCLE HOUSEHOLD PACKAGINGS INTO TOYS.

Details

- Multi-coloured

- 3 pre-cut A5 cardboard sheets
- Made in China

Sizing & Article number

2445730 OS 
23 x 32.5cm (C4)
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